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## Memory Loss With Aging: What is Normal; What Is Not & Ways to Improve Your Memory

Our brain works very much like a computer storing information in various files of our mind or memory. Aging may affect our memory by changing the way information is stored making it more difficult to retrieve or recall stored information. Recent research and literature have suggested that there are steps that can be taken to improve or enhance our memory. If you would like copies of any of these articles, or if you would like further information on this topic, please contact any library staff member.


"Getting the right fats for your brain: your brain needs fats to function properly – but which fats? Knowing the answer may improve your mood, memory, and mental functioning." Mind, Mood & Memory, 3(11):1-2, 2007 Nov.


“Setting the stage for remembering: boost your memory performance by ensuring that your surrounding and your learning habits help you absorb, store, and recall information effectively.” Mind, Mood & Memory, 2(9):4-5, 2006 Sep.

“Sound sleep can improve memory: research suggests some memory dysfunction associated with aging may be related to sleep disturbance.” Mind, Mood & Memory, 3(5):7, 2007 May.


